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PREFACE

When Professor Haberman asked me to read his manuscript,

I felt uneasy because I knew the subject matter was extensive,

complex and technical. I had tried several cases involving

the rights of students and served as an arbitrator during five

uninterrupted days in a teachers' contract dispute, so I was

acutely aware of the developing state of the. law concerning

.these problems. When I asked some students what they thought

of the way the present system of education operated they

vociferously responded that schools refused to regard students

as human beings, manipulating and abusing them with no real

opportunity for the students to object or protest. When I

asked some businessmen the same question, they glumly shook

their heads and complained that in the old days students were

put in their places and schools were really schools where

youngsters actually learned something.

These two diverse responses may not be typical, but they

represent the great spread of opinion concerning the funda-

Mental nature of one of our nation's most important institu-

tions. Vague misconceptions concerning the state of the law

in this area are universal, with the attendant effect of de-

teriorating and undermining public confidence in education

and destroying initiative and the spirit of inquiry among

students.

Professor Haberman's guide fulfills an urgent need to

dispel the doubts and misgivings of students, teachers, and

4
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the public generally about the ability of our public educa-

tional system to perform its proper function and a scheme of

freedom with responsibility under law. His overview of some

of these problems is a significant pioneering effort to syn-

thesize the legal relationships that exist today. He also

accurately indicates what I observe to be the trend of change

toward a recognition of broader freedom of expression and

greater respect for individuality.
--r

Professor Haberman goes further and proposes rights and

responsibilities in various relationships which have not as

yet been spelled out either in contracts, statutes, or common

law, but he is consistent in his position of advocating change

in a tradition that is part of the Wisconsin legacy, that of

instilling in the spirit of man the desire to seek truth

through freedom. That tradition was enunciated seventy-five

years ago by the University of Wisconsin Board of Regents:

"Whatever may be the limitations which tram-
mel inquiry elsewhere, we believe that the great
State University of Wisconsin should ever encour-
age that continual and fearless sifting and win-
nowing by which alone the truth can be found."

As modern as this may sound, it is butLan echo of a pre-

vious voice which earlier declared that the schools, while

teaching essential skills, providing a background of general 1
i

knowledge, and instilling a desire to learn, also served as 1

a training center for the youth of America to live responsible i

lives in a free democratic society. In fulfilling this func- 1
., .

tion, it was necessary to adopt rules and establish relation-
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ships compatible with teaching that lesson.

In 1859 the Supreme Court.of Vermont rejected the au-

thoritarian claim of the school to dominate the student under

the guise of being in the situation of a lawful father of the

child, but the doctorine was not laid to rest until 1967 when

the Supreme Court in Re Gault said:

"The consent of parens patriae proved to be
. of great help to those who sought to rationalize
the exlusion of juveniles from the constitutional
scheme . . . but its meaning is murky and its his-
toric credentials are of dubious relevance."

Professor Haberman had undertaken an ambitious task.

The first section, consisting of an overview of the rights of

students on a case history basis, is a reliable summary, but,

as he pointedly states, many of these cases cover unique cir-

cumstances from which it is difficult to generalize. Most of

the citations are decisions of trial courts which may be per-

suasive on other judges but they do not constitute a rule of

law universally accepted. As it is with other American insti-

tutions, the cake is still in the oven.

The last section deals with sophisticated concepts of

teacher training and the relationship of the teacher with

school administration. While the scheme or blueprint

advocated by Professor Haberman is beyond my professional

limits, it seems only logical that if it is desirable to

establish a system of education that gives full recognition
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to the psychological and political development of students

by not repressing conduct which is unharmful to the educa-

tional program, it follows that the teachers must be treated

the same way and taught to cope with tfie responsibilities of

freedom.

Robert W. Landry,
Circuit Judge.
State of Wisconsin.



Student-teachers and interns have a special responsibility in

regard to students' rights. The special nature of their responsi-

bility derives from the fact that most schools) administrators and

teachers do not now function with adequate knowledge regarding

their students' rights. This means that student teachers cannot

simply plan on learning principles and practices through the usual

prclesses of observation and participation. Further student

teachers may have the added responsibility of helping the teachers

and administrators in their cooperating schools to familiarize

themselves with students' rights and to work with them in developp

ing practices which support these rights.

The literature in this area is expanding rapidly. There are

local .sources which are readily accessible) and national sources

which will provide more comprehensive background literature. 2

1
Freedom through Equality Inc.: A Handbodk.fdr Parents. 152 W.
Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee, Wisconsin 53203.

2'

American Civil Liberties Union, 156 Fifth Avenue, New York, New
.York 10010.
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The overview which follows is not intended to serve as an ex-

haustive Ireview. It describes selected decisions which are simply
1

indicative of current-trends in the area of students' rights.

Following this survey there will be a discussion of the rights of

student teachers and interns in programS of teacher education. It

should be obvious that the drive to-secure equality of opportunity

and expression for pupils in schools must be undergirded by a par-

allel effort to provide future teachers with comparable and sup-

porting rights.

The vast majority of rules by which schools operate are either

;/

uncodified traditions, administrative rulings or school board

policies. There is no basis for assuming that these rules in-
.

evitably support the development of free men in a free society. As

school rules become openly contested, there is a growing body of

information to support the concern that much of what occurs in

many schools is actually in violation of the students' rights.

From an educational point of view, this situation is more critical.

than even the Jililihood that students are being denied varying

degrees of freedom in particular school situations. Since it 3.s
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in the process of interpersonal interaction that students develop

values and life commitments, these rules for operating the schools

are of infinitely greater educational significance than any formal

studies. Free men. are not developed simply from the knowledge

gained in the required texts and regular classes; they grow..and

emerge from the daily involvements with freedom -- and the lack of

it -- that they experience in the hour-by-hour process of schooling

over a twelve -year period. It is not only legal erudition that

federal
motivates a/judge to rule that United States citizens not be

allowed_ to travel to Cuba; 11% like the rest of us, needed someone

else's permission to urinate up through age eighteen.

Finally,: before reviewing the rights of students it is im-

portant to underscore that there are two major impositions.

First, by law, all youngsters must attend school until they reach

a certain age. Second, "appropriate" standards of behavior can be

enforced. The courts have always recognized the need of states

and school authorities for comprehedsive adMinistrative regulations

to maintain reasonable conduct in the schools, as long as the

regulations are consistent with fundamental constitutional safe-
c

I0
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guards. Controversy has more often focused on the differences

between parent- teacher - student- administrator and school board

members regarding "reasonable conduct" when the real issue has

been, "Es long as the regulations are consistent with fundamental

constitutional safeguards."

The great difficulty in dealing with students' rights is

that the preponderance of. rules by which schools axe managed are

traditions which cannot be contested legally since they exist in

. he school culture and not on paper. Everything from gum chewing,

-

to waiting outside in the rain before the building can be

opened is more likely to be done as a result of

school traditions than as an implementation of a school board

policy or a written administrative regulation. Recognizing,

therefore, that the legal approach can only deal with the top

of the iceberg there is still great value to be gained from an

analysis of the official, written and ].- ::.gat prescriptions.

. Aligning even these limited number.of regulations with the higher

laws of humanity and the American constitution will be an

important step forward.



yi Students' Iti.Ots in
Lower Schools

The law regarding student rights is expanding at a phenomenal

rate. The once traditional reluctance of the courts to exercise

their power in the educational sphere is fast becoming a thing of

the past. Courts are being asked with incasing frequency to

ascertain the nature and consequences of rights which no one (not

even students) imagined students possessed only a few years ago.

This extremely rapid development has meant that the*law is still

very much in a state of fluX -- relatively few general principles

and even fewer concrete rules have yet emerged.

The most fundamental legal concept regarding student rights

is the notion that students, indeed juveniles in general, are as

entitled to the protection afforded by the Constitution. as their

elders. The Supreme Court has squarely held:

Whatever may be their precise impact, neither the
Fourteenth Amendment nor the Bill of Rights is
for adults alone.

In Re Gault 387 U.S. 1, 13 (1967)

This basic principle furnishes the`' foundation for most

current litigation regarding student rights. In most instances,

12
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however, the'exact.nature and scope of the rightS accorded students

by the Constitution are still being worked.out on a case by case.

basis.

No special limitations are imposed on students, except that

in the exercise of his civil rights no student may endanger the

health or safety of other people or imminently disrupt the

educational process. Otherwise, students' rights are broadly

analagous to adults'.

Freedom of Expression. This area includes publications, out-

side speakers and symbolic speech. In each of these areas, the

embarrassing realization that the.law is on the pupils' side act-

discourages many student activists from raising new cries

for "revolution against an oppressive and hypocritical society."

Instead of planning riots, more and more student leaders are

learning about their rights, then vigorously defending them in

hearings and courts of law. With an increasing number of cases

being decided in their favor, students are being forced to the

astonishing discovery -- for them, at least -- that reform can be

achieved within the system.
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Any question of student expression in schools must begin with
./'

the United States SUpremeCourt decision'in Tinker v. Des Moines

Independent Community School District., 393 U.S. 503 (1969). In

that case, the Court held that, in the absence of% showing that

'
the activity wouldmaterially and substantially interfere with the

requirementi of appropriate discipline in the operation of the

school, it was unconstitutional for a school district to suspend

students for wearing black arm bands to school as a protest

against the Viet Nam war.

The Court pointed out that the "school officials banned and

sought to punish (the students) for a silent, passive expression

of opinion, unaccompanied by a disorder or disturbance on the part

.
.44

of the students)... There is here no evidence whatever of:tthe
. -e;

studentiginterference, actual or nascent, with the school's work

V of collision with the rights of other students to be secure and

to be let alone. Accordingly, the case does not concern speech or

action that intrudes upon the work of the school or the rights of

other students." The Court acknowledge that some school officials

had expressed their fear of a disturbance but held that this
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"undifferentiated fear or apprehension of disturbance" was rtrA

sufficient to prevent the studPnts from.wearing arm bands.

the essence of the Court's opinion is contained in the

statement:

"In our system, students may not be'regarded as
closed-circuit recipients of only that which
the State chooses to communicate. They may not
be confined to the expression of those senti-
ments that are officially approved."

In other words, the issue of student expression must begin'

with the understanding that students must be allowed to participate

in and initiate expression in school. They cannot be seen merely

as the passive recipients of what the school wants to teach them.

Tc3(kk
In order to curtail this Widen there must be sufficient facts

shown that would reasonably lead the school authorities "to fore-

cast substantial. disruption of or material interference with school

activities or intro (ion into the lives of others." %fore-
,

over, as lower courts after Tinker have held, the fact that a

teacher or administrator will have to back down and lose face is

not a basis for denying student rights, even :though the teacher

or administrator argues that his loss of face will impede

appropriate school functions. Discipline for its own sake is

15
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invalid.

It is important to note that in this case, the Court for the

first time noted that the First Amendment is applicable to public

elementary and secondary students.

Other cases support the Tinker position; for example, in

(
Burnside v. Byars, 363 F2d 744 (5th Cir 1966) the Fifth Circuit

struck down a high school regulation prohibiting students from

wearing "freedom buttons"4 noting that school authorities could

only impose regulations necessary for maintaining an orderly forua

for classroom learning and finding that "mild curiosity" over the

buttons did not constitute material interference with school

decorum.

It must be noted that while the, majority of Court opinion i3

clearly on the side of increased freedom of students' symbolic

expressiori, there have been some decisions on the other side. A

federal district court in Cleveland upheld a school board ruling

banning political buttons in a racially integrated high school

.where the school board acted in order to avoid provocationa by



offensive buttons in a situation where there was racial tension

and there had been instances of racial violence. Guzick v. Dre-

bus, 305 F. Supp. 472 (NO, Ohio 1969.

A second example of restriction was in Blackwell. v. Issaquena

County Board of Education, 363 F2d 749 (5th Cir 1966). Here-the

-Court upheld a restriction on the wearing of student buttons when

it found an "unusual degree" of boisterous conduct was the result

- of displaying the buttons.

A third example of a more conservative decision occurred in

1970. An attempt by secondary school students to utiliie the flag

as symbolic speech was struck down IttelteArrievig in LaPolla v. Dulla-

211221, #4908/70, 38 LW 2670 (NY Sup Ct Westchester)01:11 suit

brought by a member of a local Veterans' group to prevent a plan

agreed upon by the principal and students of Peekskill High School

to fly the school flag at half mast in memory of the four students

who had recently been killed at Kent State University. The court .

held that the flag should not be lowered to express a political

concept "no matter how valid the cause or who is involved."
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Except for the decision dealing with displaying the flag, it

should be noted that Courts are extremely reluctant to any way

interfere with the students' rights to symbolic expression. When

they do decide against symbolic expression, it is inevitably

because of a clear and present danger of immediate violence and

not the traditional school reason of a vague need for respect and

discipline. The important point is that it is not the responsibil -.

ity of the students but the responsibility of the school authorities

tore that there is a clear and present danger to the physical

-safety of others.

Freedom of expression deals with more than symbolic speech

and involves securing outside speakers and demonstrating.

/1O There has been relatively little litigation specifically

dealing with outside speakers and student demonstrations on the

secondary school level. However, the view taken by the courts

-in cases concerning colleges and universities probably indicated

the position which would- be taken' should such litigation arise.

Campuses are treated much like other public facilities with regard

18
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to speeches and demonstrations. "Reasonable" and "neutrally

applied" rules may be established allocating facilities and rag-

_ ulating time, place and duration. See eg. Cox. v. Louisanna, 379

U.S. 536 (1965). However)absolute bans on demonstrations and

speakers without prior approval of school authorities have been

struck down. Sea Hammond v. South Carolina State College, 272 F

Supp 947 (DSC 1967).

. Thus, as with student publications, the key legal issue is

not the nature of the particular view point being expressed, but

. the, physical consequences of the manner in which it is presented:

does it constitute a clear and present danger to the safety and/or

bona fide educational function of the school sufficient to warrant

curtailment of the First Amendment rights.

Of particular interest is the case of Selden v. Childress et.

al., CA 349-70 (ED Va.), which promises to yield a ruling directly

concerned with secondary schools. Citing a Henrico County School

Board ruling prohibiting outside speakers and guests at school with-

out prior administrative approval, school authorities refused to

permit the Executive Director of the ACLU of Virginia to speak at

19
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a student council leadership conference. The results of this suit,

a constitutional challenge to the administrative rule, may wc11

furnish an important precedent for the entire field. *

Act ally, the most active area for students' freedom of ex-

pression seems to be in the area of school newspapers and here

again, the Courts tre quite clear in the majority and weight of

their decisions.

Decisions dealing with the content and distribution of stu-

dent newspapers, literary magapines, pamphlets, etc. have held _

almost uniformly that such publications may be restricted only if

substantial disruption of or material interference with school

activities infect occurs or could reasonably have been forecast.

This means that school authorities must ignore the particular

moral code or political viewpoint expressed by the students and

:limit their consideration entirely to the disruptive potential of

the publication involved. The Supreme Court has specifically

rejected the earlier notion that there is a pa'rticular class of

student expressionitdch per se justifies immediate discirlinary

action. Scoville v. Board of Education of Joliet Township Hi,h
*This suit was dropped. Students may now select their own speakers as long as they inform
the admtnistration within a time deadline. Future abitrary actions by principal will be
appealed to the school board.

0-0
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School District 204, 286 F. Supp.988 (N.C. Ill. 1968), aff'd

415 F. 2nd 860 (7th Cir. 1969), aff'd 393 U.S. 503 (1969).

The courts are now busy. marking the exact boundaries of the

above principle, wrestling with questions such as: what con-

stitutes "substantial disruption" of a school activity; under

what circumstances it may be "reasonably forecast"; whether any-

jet

thing which occurs on school grounds must be defined as a "school

activity."

Some recent decisions in this area include:

Dicke v. Alabama Board of Education, 273 F. Supm. 613 (M.D.
Ala. 1 7 . Student Editor can't be punished for refusing to obey
a rule prohibiting criticism of the state government by his paper.

Eisner/ et. al. v. Stamford Board of Education, et al., Civ. No.
13220 D. Conn. July 2, 1970). Rule prohibiting the distribution
of a student paper at a public high school unless first submitted
to school authorities for approval of contents constitutes an.un-
constitutional "prior restraint" upon speech and press in viola-
tion of the First Amendment.

Zucker v. Panitz,, 68 Civ. 1339 (S.D. N.Y., May 15, 1969) Stu-
dent paper has the right to publish a paid advertisement opposing
the war in Vietnam even though school authorities feel the paper
should be concerned orimarily with school related issues and should
accept only coramerciarads. To permit only commercial ads would
unconstitutionally discriminate against non-mercantile ads and
would violate the students' First Amendment right to express them-
selves on "matters intimately related to them through traditionally
nondisruptive modes of communication."

Of most importance is the decision of the federal district

court in the Northern District of California in the case of Rowe

91
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v. Campbell Union High School District. In that case, the court

held unconstitutional sections 9012 and 9013 of the California

Educational Code and enjoined the school board from preventing the

J

students there involved from distributing a newspaper on campus.

In the Campbell Union case the court stated the following six prin-

ciples which Tinker established:

1. Students are "persons" within the meaning of the
Constitution and are possessed of fundamental
rights which are not lost in school.

2. Students are not the "closed circuit" recipients
of only that which the state wishes to communi-
cate: they may not: be confined to officially-
approved sentiments.

3. "Student freedom of speech includes ,personal inter
communication of controversialeideas.

4. School officials have the burden of showing
constitutionally-valid justifications for limita-
tions on student speech.

5.. A generalized fear or apprehension of a distur-
bance is not a constitutionally adequate
justification. A desire to avoid the expres-
sion of controversial or unpopular ideas or
the discomfort and unpleasantness which accom-
pany them is not a constitutionally adequate
justification.

6. School officials must demonstrate that. the
Kohibited speech would have actually caused
substantial and mate:141 disruption of, or
interference with, classwork, or. with the
requirements of discipline appropriate to the
operation of the school. Reasonable time,
place and manner regulations regarding ex-
pression of ideas orally or in .writing are
permissible, as they are in any other public
institution or facility.
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Based on these principles, the court held that Sections

9012 and 9013, that prohibit any circulation on school grounds of

publications "of sectarian, partisan or denominational character"

CT the circulation of "propaganda," are unconstitutional. The

court based this on the fact that these statutes are so broad

that they would prohibit such innocent things as a leaflet

explaining one's First Amendment rights or one urging students to

write their Congressmen on a matnr of current interest; political

campaigns, literature; and even, perhaps, an article decrying

environmental pollution.

The court rejected the argument that the propaganda pro-

hibition during school hours and one hour before and after was

a proper rule regulating time, place and manner so as to prevent

disruptions. The court stated that the prohibitions were too

extensive for that. They did, however, recognize that distribution

could be reasonably regulated as to time, place, and manner so as

to prevent disruption.

I
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The courts also rejected the contention that these very

broad prohibitions were justified by the immaturity of students.

The court, however, did recognize that obscenity could be banned

and that student "immaturity is a valid reason for certain specific

well-defined limitations on high school student rights. . ."

Finally, the court rejected the "captive audience" argument

in the case of literature distribution because no student was

forced to take any of the publications. While the court did not

discuss this, It should be noted that the problem of a captive

audience, i.e., students forced to come to school who are then

involuntarily viewers of material they consider offensive, is much

greater where the material is posted in school in a place where

students normally go. Such a consideration might be part of the

Tinker rule allowing reasonable regulations to prevent intrusion

into the lives of others._ Moreover, the court in Campbell was not

faced with an argument that posters in an area might effectively

preclude a group of students from participating in school sponsored

or authorized activities there. Such d situation might also

create a proper basis for reasonable school regulation.
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The court in Csurobell also considered and rejected disruption

arguments on the facts of that case. The fact that students might

think about the leaflets during class obviously is not a basis for

censorship. Nor can material be banned simply because it criticizes

the faculty and administration.

The Campbell decision is significant because, in the opinion,

the court stated that prior censorship, i.e., school administrators'

review of material prior to circulation or posting, was proper to

a limited extent, but did not specify the details. In a later,

supplemental, opinion the district court retracted and held prior

censorship to be invalid.

The real question, of course, is whether student newspapers

'actnally do enjoy the almost complete freedom that a study of law

might lead one to believe. Here again is where tradition and

professional ignorance exerts a greater control over action than

any legal precedence... Most official school-papers are still

subject to censorship; the principal or faculty adviser can ban

1. t
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objectionable material. mid many underground y.epers. are effectively

suppressed by rules that disallow their circulation within the

school. Fully half of all the secondary schools in the country,

according to estimates by the National Association of Secondary

School Principals, have made efforts of this kind' to bury underground

papers produced out of school on the students' own initiative- -and

frequently, of course, at strong odds with the adMinistration. The

question: ."Is this type of suppression legal?" can be answered with

.a categorical Moir'

The present status of freedom of expression in the schools

can best.be summarized by the high .status being afforded the Tinker

decision in the several years since its issuance. A number of lower

courts have referred to Tinker and. in so doing have continued to

place the responsibility for proving any anticipated disruption

Ian almost impossible task) on the school authorities. In a leading

case, the United States Court of Appeals for the Seventh Circuit

held that Tinker precluded a school board frourba.hning the distribu

tion by students of "underground." newspapers in school where the



"Your Right to See Your Child's
School Records

These records can affect your child's entire
life. If a teacher or other school official has
written a comment which is harmful to your child,
everyone in the school system can see it and you
should have a chance to see it too, and to pro-
test if it is not true. Ask your child's teacher
for an opportunity to examine the records and to
make a copy if you wish. If the teacher refuses,
go to the school principal and if this fails, see
a lawyer. You should not be required to give any
reasons for wanting to examine the records other
than that you are a parent or guardian.

Your Right to. Challenge
Incorrect Records

If any ofthe information in your child's
school records is not true, you may be able to
sue the school system and the teacher involved
for slander or libel. Teachers have a moral and
professional duty not to needlessly defame and
injure the reputation of students or their parents.
Short of a lawsuit, you should go withoa friend
to the teacher and principal, show the information
is not true, and demand that the record be cor-
rected. If school official refuse and you think
you can prove that the information is false, then
you should see a lawyer."1

.'. This lamerely an example from one parent handbook; it would be an

underestimate to suggest that except for some remote areas, some group

is generatin .this -kind of awareness in most towns and cities th.roughout

the United States.

1Make theTUblic Schools Work for You: A Handbook for Parents. Prepared
by Freedom Through Equality, Inc. 152 West Wisconsin Avenue, Milwaukee,
.Wisconsin 53203 p. 23.

I
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place, time and manner of distribution was not such as to disrupt

classes. The only complaint that the school authorities had of

the paper was that it criticized school officials in intemperate

language and used other offensive language. The court held that

this was not sufficient to justify censorship in the absence of

the Tinker requirement of "a factually-based forecast of substantial

disruption or intlfrusion into' the lives of others."

. It goes without saying that since the Bill of Rights applies

to youngAers as well as adults that its safeguards are also rele-

vant. No student publication has total freedom, of course; a

must abide by the laws of responsible journalism, and student

editors who print libelous or obscene material are laying themselves

open to disciplinary action.

Search and Seizure. This is perhaps one of the most un-

explored facets of, student rights. There have been extremely few

court deCisions bearin.g_on the extent to which the Fourth Amendment

guarantee against unlawful_search and seizure. protects. students and
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A second kind of document which is becoming quite commonplace are

those directed at junior and senior high school students. These tend to

include both educational rights (e.g. right to participate in curriculum

decisions) as well as legal rights. Nally of these documents are quite

positive and attempt to propose formal, open procedures in place or the

traditions which have been used in the past. Most of the handouts aimed

directly at students also tend to summarize the existing laws of the

particular state. One of the most common topics in these documents

deal with suspension.

"Administrative Suspension. A student may be sus-
pended for the. following reasons only: 1) assault on
'school personnel; 2).an unprovOked attack on another
student; 3). assault With a deadly weapon; 4) possession
of a deadly:weapon; 5) arson or attempted arson;
6) extensive damage to school property; 8) sale of
dangerous drugs.

The distribution of information on students rights is being directed

primarily at the public, parents and students. Very little is, at present,

in the professional education literature -- and nothing in the literati

dealing with the preparation of teachers and administrators. Our actions

Education Committee. Students' Rights and Responsibilities Manual
for the San Francisco Unified District. Human Rights Commission.
San Francisco: 1972 p. 5.
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their property on secondary school grounds.

Most of these decisions have been unfavorable to th3 studentj

tending toward the view that because school authorities are acting

in loco parentis, they can waive Constitutional safeguards other-

wise accorded individUals. In Donaldson v. Mercer, -- Cal App 2d

--A 3 Civil 1918 (Dist Ct App Feb.1969) for example, the court con-

cluded that a student's locker could be searched at any time, with-

out. a warrant and. without consent, and that contraband found _iii the

locker could be used in proceedings to declare the student a ward

of the juvenile court.

There is a good chance that this situation will change in the

not too distant future as a result of the long fought case entitled

OVarton v New York, 20 NY 2d 260, 283 NYS2d 22 (1967). The case

'involves the discovery of marijuana in a high school student's

locker when a vice-principal opened the locker at the request and

in the presence of local police Who had 'first shoWn him.a warrant.

Although it later developed that the warrant was invalid, the N. Y.

Court Of.Appeals (court of highest .juripdiction in N. Y.) sustained

the validity of the search based on the vice-principal's 3rd party

consent. The U.S.:-SuPreme:COurt vacatedAha ecision anci,Temanded
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seem to say: "We can learn to educate youth best by being nice,

kind people who do not get excited or overly involved with either

the baSic value system of America (i.e. Freedom 11, law.), and if

we ignore the most effective method of instruction -- the actual

daily living of youngsters in. schools."

Recognizing the brevity of this overview regarding students'

rights, the discussion which follows deals with how teachers may

be prepared to work in free schools and to educate youngsters for

responsible participation in a free society.

;-
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the case to the N.Y. Courts for futher consideration in light of

Bumper v. North Carolina, 391 US 543, which held:

"when 'consent' has been given only after the
official conducting the searchlas asserted that
he possess a warrant. . . there can be no con-
sent under such circumstances. . ."

On remand, however, the Court of Appeals reaffirmed its initial

decision, maintaining Overton could be distinguished from Bumper

because a school situation was involved, i.e. the vice- principal

had a "right" to search the student's locker which .wouldn't exist

in'a non - academic setting. The.matter is now on its way back up to

the Supreme Court.

At present, therefore, a principal who has reasonable suspicion

a crime is being committed can legally search a student's locker

without his consent and without a valid warrant, and the contents

can be made available to police for crtminalprosecution:-
So

The National Association of. Secondary School Principals urges

authorities not to make this a common practice, however. "We cau-

tion principals against any such searching (of a
Nu
student's person,

desk or locker) except under extreme circumstances, unless permis-
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While it might appear as.simple logic to contend that all the

foregoing rights are applicable to college students (plus others,

since most college students have reached the age of majority and

can vote, drink, establish credit, etc.), this is not the case.

College students preparing to teach are entering a:public-service

profession and cannot and should not be guaranteed successful com-

pletion of teacher education programs in advance. The professional

component distinguishes their college careers from liberal arts

and humanities students and makes their rights akin to.those seek-

ing simultaneous education and licensure irr medicine, law, engineer-

ing, architecture and other professions. Without a lengthy

treatise on the nature of professionalism, the end result of this

argument is that the general welfare, that is the public's right

to quality services, is a greater one than the individual's right to

practice a profession. The guardians .of this general welfare are

various state certification agencies who, in turn, administer the
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sion to.do.so has been freely given by the student, the student is

present, and other competent witnesses are on hand."

While it is difficult.to prediA the legal future some cal-

culated hunches may be made in this area. I'LlcsaLmIentis has

gone by the board in higher education where it has been firmlY

established that colleges and universities are not responsbile for

policing' student morality -- except during actual class sessions

GiA50,fik CNN. e& p...0\.

and only then on the basis offiktlisHbleivermrdietzactio It is

inevitable that this interpretation will be made regarding the lower

school's range of responsibilities. Already, the lower schocl+have

absolutely no jurisdiction over students' outside activities. No

principal or teacher can legally take disciplinary action against

a student for his out-of-school participation in such things as

publiC demonstrations picketing, pamphleteering, protest marches

and so on. Even if the student should violate the law his punish-
tp.

ment 'rests solely with the civil authorities. The school has no

right to place him in jeopardy for it..
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collective will of the practitioners. While licensure is a state

bureaucratic function, it is the various professional associations

who define the minimum content required for practice in a particular

profession.

The issue of rights is complicated by the fact that professional

preparation is accomplished in colleges while the future practitioneers

is simultaneously a college student. Professional schools which are

segregated,(e.g. law, engineering medicinel) are clear about this

distinction. Few, if any, students in these segregated institutions

are conscious of their students' rights since the whole culture of

the institution is geared to entrance into the particular profession.

511e4A+Z
The result is that-these al:NV*4as are selected, failed or passed on

professional criteria. "Student relevance" in the curriculum is

never an issue since students are not assumed to begin with any

right to prepare for a particular profession; heither is meeting

their interests deemed tp be of much importance. They are assumed

to harbor internal motivations to master the objectives set forth

by the experts who establish the professional curriculum.

44
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The concept of in loco parentis may not legitimatize search

and seizure, /however, anyone who thinks a school building is a

privileged sanctuary from the law has been grossly misinformed. Any

teacher or principal (or student) who witnesses a crime on school

property has the same. obligations as-a private. citizen. He should

call the police.' The growing concern over drug. abuse, rather than

in loco parentis is more likely to serve as a basis,for.search and

seizure in the future. .4'

Hair, Dress and Grooming. The Supreme Court has never faced

the question of whether and to what extent school, authorities may

regulate the appearance of students; however, the Tinker decision is

probably a good indication of the direction in which it would go.

The lower courts have generally tended to view the right to

wear' one's hair.and dress as one wishes as constitutionally guaran-

teed and have usually rejected arbitrary.rules concerning student
.

appearance. In most instances there has been an attempt to balance

00
the students' constitutional rights against health and safety -con-
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This contention that professional students act more like voca-

tional trainees than .college youth, is supported by the data. Few,

if any, college students in professional schools have ever partici-

pated in the students' rights movement, the anti-war movement, or

the civil rights movement. They see themselves as future doctors,

lawyers, etc. first, and as college students second.

The notable exception to the foregoing is, of course, the field

of education. Here, there is no, or little, separation between

departments or schools of education and the main body of students.

Many, perhaps most, future teachers do see themselves as college

students. They tend more and more to identify with the arts and

humanities students. The data on college youth indicates decreasing

significant distinctions between education students and the general

body of students. On some campuses, such as TAM, the education

students are among the most activist, socially conscious and students'

rights oriented.

The decrease in vocationalism among education students (this

is helped considerably.by the shrinking job market.); the socio-
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A sample of litigation in this area includes:

Cash v. Hoch, 309 F Supp 346 ND Wise 1970). Temporary restraining
order issued on behalf of junior high school students when school
authorities were unable to meet the substantial burden of justifica-
tion required to sustain a rule against long hair.

Crossen v. Fatsi, 309 F Supp 114 (D Conn -1970) struck down school
code forbidding "extreme style and fashion" and requiring that
students be "neatly dressed and attired" as unconstitutionally
vague because its interpretation left too much to the discretion of
the school administration and as overbroad because it violated the
right of privacy found in the Ninth and Fourteenth Amendments.

Jackson v. Dorrier, 424 F2d 213 (6th Cir April 1970). Upheld a
District. Court decision sustaining a rule against long hairin the
Nashville high school system when the particular students involved,
members of a rock group ("The Purple Haze"), were found to disrupt
classes by combing their hair and to cause d;ptraction of other
students due to their hair length.

Neuhaus v. Torrey, 310 F. Supp 192 (ND Calif March 1970). Sustained
a rule prohibiting long hair or beards on male students participating
in extra-curricular activities; found such consistedbmith "the demands
of participating in competitive sports."

Breen v. Kahl, 296 F Supp-702 ND Wise 1969). Held unconstitutional
a school regulation forbidding long hair on male students; noting
that length of hair itself didn't present a health hazard or cause
disruption of school activities.

There is no precise answer, therefore, to the question of

whether students must abide by dress codes. The grcwing concensus

of legal opinion is'definitely on the side of not permitting any such

codes -- not :even when the student body has drawn up its awn dress

code and endorsed it by majority vote. Fashion and taste are not

subject to regulation, Only clothes that. are'clearly dangerous or

disruptive of the learning process can legitimately be disallowed.
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economic similarities between education and Other college student

groups; the more integrated facilities education schools usually,

share with arts and science.facilities; and the fact that general

education is the basis and an integral pert of subsequent pro-

fessional education, all serve to blur the rights of future

teachers and those of college students.

The discussion which follows, therefore) is an attempt to

delimit the rights of college students in programs of teacher

education and to clarify a relevant body of guidelines that stands

between the very broad rights of all college students on the one

hand and the very narrow rights of pre-professionals in segregated

training institutions.

I. The Right of Equal Opportunity. The right to try to be-

come a teacher should not be abridged. Obviously the profession)

through the experts who design the teacher education curricula

and the faculties who administer them, can and should exert great

control over student passage through programs. But these pro-

fessional responsibilities are intended to keep standards high
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James E. Allen, Jr., former New York State Commissioner of

Education and later U. S. Commissioner of Education, granted school

boards the authority to prohibit only such items as "metal cleats

on the shoes which might damage the floors, a type of clothing in

physical education classes which unduly restricts the student from

participating, long-haired angora sweaters in cooking classes where

open-flame gas ranges were used, any kind of apparel which indecently

exposes the body or, in sum, any clothing which causes a disturbance

in the clastrdom, endangers the students or is so distractive as

to interfere with the learning and teaching process." Otherwise,

each student's choice of clothing is unlinbited--not only in New York

but in many other states as well.

As for hair length, the U. S. Court of Appeals of the Seventh

'Circuit has ruled that "the right to.wear one's hair at any length.

or in any desired manner is an ingredient of personal freedom protected

by the United States Constitution.": In states where the courts take

a similar view, school officials who.still attempt to impose haircut

rules are being treated by the courts with increasing.harshness. A

Judge in Miami recently'ordered_a high school principal to pay one

33
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and not to preclude the initial entry of students: Equal

opportunity in educational terms refers the right of anyone to

enter and to be given a fair chance to prove that he can. learn

what must be learned. Since we still have no reliable criteria

which predict which college students who apply for teacher

education programs will be successful with children and youth five,

ten or fifteen years later, we must remain relatively open re-

garding admission. Only the grossest physical, emotional, or

intellectual qualities can be safely used at this time.- There is

a great misuse of grade point averages, speech and English pro-

ficiencies which are not only spurious, arbitrary gradations but

which have no demonstrable relevance to what we know about the

attributes and behaviors. of effective teachers.

The college and university which cuts down the numbers who

can prepare for teaching on the basis of job prospects, is also

guilty of abridging this student right for equal opportunity.

-- unless that university also cuts down on budgets for its law

school, agriculture school, etc., on a similar basis and in similar
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Of his students $100 in damages --plus another $182 in expenses--for

expelling him for no reason except the length of his hair. It was

the first known monetary penalty in such a case.

Again, this is an area where inform-al traditions and surrepti-

tious rulings are more widespread and effective than any law of the

land. For example, a sixteen year old who really wants to make the

swimming team is told that he must cut his hair since his hair

length is cutting down on his speed. Is the youngster faced with

an issue of freedom of choice? Does the issue result from an open,

written policy which can be countered, or is it embroiled in the

school culture and therefore, an invulnerable form of school

authoritarianism? The same point was made by U. S. District Court

Judge James E. Doyle, who, ruling in a student's favor in a case in-
-,

volving hair length, eloquently summed up the whole students' rights

movement: "It is time to broaden the constitutional communityby

including within its protection young people, whose claim to dignitr,

matches that of their elders."
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proportion. If public institutions of higherdueation are to

respond to job markets on an annual basis, they must do so across

the board. Is the right of a,student to study law, with no job

prospc:Al a higher right than the student who. chooses to study

educationwith a similar lack of specific opportunity?

Equal opportunity in teacher education has a two-pronged

thrus * to prevent the professional faculties from not giving all

a fair chance to begin and to prove themselves in the course of

study and second, to prevent the regents and other budget makers

from singling out educatiOn as the only schools to make responsive

to fluctuating 'conditions. in the economy.

Teacher education programs can implement policies in other

of
ways wbichsupport the equality opportunity concept. Members of

minority groups should be recruited. Sexual biases which deter

men from early childhood and women from administration should be .

eliminated. Personal life styles, political activisim are also,

course, irrelevant. Age, particularly the discrimination against

preservice programs, is real but rarely dealt with. The
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. Due Process in Disci line. -}4Uch of the current student rights

litigation concerns the means by which school authorities attempt to

discipline students. Typically, these cases challenge the right of

administrators to suspend, expel or transfer a student without first

according him procedural due process.

Most courts have acknoWledgi the. argument that the right to

aducation (which may be inferred from state education laws and the

Constitution) is so fundamental, it cannot be taken away without

due process of law. Although this is now a fairly well established

concept, its dimensions are still far from clear. The courts

continue to define "due process" in this field on a case-by-case

basis.

It seems fairly clear that i. student may not be denied access

to a school he otherwige has aright to attend withoUt some sort of

hearing. As of June 1958, eleven states had statutes specifically

requiring such. (Welfare Law'Bulletiug, June1968 at l8) The

hearing probably need notbe'a full trial of the proportion required

in a court of law. , but should be more than a mere informal intervieV.:

Most :court6 seem to teal that'atA.east the rudiMenti of an adyersarY
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content of the courses should stress human relations, cultural

pluralism and the equality of opportunity for children and youth

which future teachers need as basic preparation. The processes by

which the training programs are actually conducted should demons

strate and support the rhetoric of what is taught in formal classes

and texts. Naturally, there are numerous other ways to implement

equal opportunity in teacher education. The basic responsibility

of the profession (i.e. the faculty, practicing teachers, expert

theoreticians and researchers) is to clearly specify the goals of

Cel 0.1A
what is to be learned

A
to demonstrate successful completion of

teacher education programs. This professional clarity is pre-

requisite to providing all students with equal opportunity. To

be admitted, 6 study for varying periods, In a variety of ways

provided-onacan demonstrate he has learned what must be learned

s the essence of the right of equal opportunity.

II.. The Rights of Freedom of Assembly and Association. In

the 1950's it was necessary to reassert the rights of individuals

to associate freely and to not be "guilty .by virtue of such

association. This principle now needs. reaffirmation. While many
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proceeding should be preserved. See eg. Dixon Alabama State

Board of Education, 294 F2d 150 (5th cir), cert den 368 US 930

(1961)

Whether any of the other factors ordinarily associated with

'lleilrocess are deemed applicable to students seems to depend largely

upon the consequences to the student of the particular disciplinary

action proposed. Right to counsel written notice of charges, right

to interview witnesses, etc. , seem to be accorded only if "long term"

disciplinary action is to be taken, the idea being that school

officials should still have some "short term" disciplinary tool they

can use "on the:spot.";

Same recent cases in this area include:

Hobson v. Bailey, 309 F Supp 1393 (WD Tenn 1970). Held a public
high school student is entitled to more than a short interview with
an administrative official before being expelled' for repeated
absenaes in connection with picketing; required that student be given
a list of the witnesses agalnst him and afforded an opportunity to
present his own defense through oral testimony or written affidavits.

Goldwyn v..Allen, 54 Nise 2d 94, 281 wrs 2d 899 (S Ct 1967). High
school senior held entitled to counsel in order to meet a charge of
cheating where the consequences could have included denial of a
state' diploma and certain qualify-exam privileges.

Madera v. Board of Education of the City of New York, 267 F Supp
JWT65gy.), me d. F 2d 746r(2nd Cir 1967), cert den 390 US

. --
1028 (1968). The Second Circuit held that a student was not entitled
to an attorney at a "mere' guidance conference," although that con-
ference was to determine whether the student should be suspended for
misconduct, transferred to another school, or allowed to return to
the school he had been attending.
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public groups.and individuals are no longer charging about rooting

\

out Communists, they are cracking down just as hard on homosexual;

pot-smokers, feminists and social activists.

Future teachers should never need any reason to prove they..

do not associate with any person or group. The right to participate

in controversal groups might, on some campuses, norbe reversed from

situation in former times. For example, students have the right

to not participate in.sensitivity training because of their religious

beliefs. Included in this right is the more fundamental choice

to not participate in any group at all. Being hip, a joiner, a

non-conformist, a straight, or an isolate are the personal preferences

of students and beyond the limits of punishment or reward by those

who offer the teacher education prograM.

The most likely conflicts which occur in this area have to do

with assemblies which meet at the precise times students are required

to be in classes. Here the student can be required to.make up the

time he misses by virtue of his participation in a non-college

activity. For example if a given number of Clock hours or days

of student teaching are required and thestudent chooses to support

a strike against the war, he cahnot'be-punished for his political

50.
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.

It is the constitutional right of every American to be assumed

innocent of charges against him until proven otherwise in a fair and

open hearirs. Presumably, this applies equally to students and adults.

Both enjoy the right to due process of law, which includes the rights

to prior notice, formal charges, representation by counsel, cross-

examination of witnesses and appeal of adverse decisionS. Minor rule

infractions can be handled ina summary manner, but suspension and

expulsion are by no means minor punishment. ,Arbitrary suspensions,

which are blithely handed down by officials in scores.of school dis-

tricts coaIlegally be overthrown in many states if the victims

of these decisions went to court over them.

Perhaps even more important than its basic illegality, the

denial of due'process turns students against democracy- -as reflected

by.the recent Columbia University .study that noted that "our schools

are now educating millions of students who are not forming an aile-

giance,to the democratic political system because they do not ex-

perience such democratic system in their daily lives in the school."

Actually, it is more legally defensible to strike a pupil than

to suspend or exclude him without due process. To intimidate

11
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pursuasions, yet, he can still be required. to complete the required

period of time in direct experiences.

III. Petition. The right of petition for a redress of

grievances has become an integral part of university tradition. The

current additions to this body of tradition .is the recognition that

students participate in the committees that hear these petitimand

that students participate in the drafting of the rules in the first

place. For example, if a student is prevented from graduating be-
.

cause he owes parking fines for using the faculty lot he should.

have peers'as well as faculty and administratOrs who hear his

petition. Further there needs to have been student input into

the original designation of parking in a faculty lot as a "crime"

worthy of this penalty in the first instance.

The foregoing is an example of the student in his role as a

college student. Ai a future teacher he should also be able to

petition appeals committees eampOsed of practicing teachers', if

his misconduct relates to professional Practices If the "crime"

were not parking but refusing to accept the evaluation of a cooperat-

ing teacher under whoae supervision he had student taught then

professional Practitioners. (teachers) -should participate' with
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teachers, tough troublemakers often threaten to sue anyone who lays

a finger on them, but they usually lose if they really go through

with it. Corporal punishment is still tolerated in 49 states. Only

New Jersey has statewide statutes expressly forbidding it.

This does not mean, however, that teachers or principals have

free license to act like tyrants in Victorian novels who routinely

thrashed their wayward pupils. Generally, physical punishment must

be appropriate and reasonable. For example, most courts would con-

done a teacher's lightly swatting an eight-year-old's bottom once

or twice after he maliciouslY hit a classmate with a rock and made

her cry; the teacher responded essentially the way the child's ewn

parent might. But to sadistically beat a student into unconscious-

ness (it sometimes happens) would invite the full fury of the law.

Invasion of Privacy. Only educational data is privileged

-- attendance records, test grades, Rehievementl.evels and soon.

But more and more schools are including in their files sensitive and

intimate information about the student's health, his family back-

ground, his religion, his ethnic origins, his patriotism, his:parents'

income, delinquency reports, results ofilychologica.1 and psychiatric

maluations, and in many cases unverified accusations made against
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the. faculty and students in this decision-making.

The dual role of college student and future teacher must

always be considered. To treat all student demands as irrelevant

to future teaching practice would be as illogical as responding

to all student demands as if they directly effect future professional

a

t;-e.. 0

performance. Much clarification regarding precisely

which petitions are primRrily centered in the life of college students

and which relate to future practice. One thing is certain', college

students and practicing. teachers need to be represented -- and with

power equal to .faculty -- on what are usually faculty and administra-

tion. dominated appeal committees.

IV. Due Process and Equal Protection. The essential ingredient

here is that all rules regulations and policies which pertain to

preventing. the student from completing the program, are written in

.understandable form and available as public information.

Equal protection in teacher education' goes beyond the common

concerns of discrimination on the basis of race and religion.
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the student's best interests. In that case, there is an.invasion

of privacy.

A conference of educators and legal authorities was convened

by the Russell Sage FOunddion to establish guidelines for the

protection of students' rights regarding records. Their final re-

port included these specific recommendations:

- No information should be collected from students without the
prior informed consent of the child and his parents.

- A student's permanent record, often preserved these days on com-
puter tapes, should include only strictly educational data. The
more personal information contained in his temporary file should
be systematically verified, periodically reviewed, and thrown
away as soon as -it has outlived its usefulness.

- Parents and students have the right to challenge the accuracy
of any information included in school records, and to employ
counsel to present evidence and to cross-examine witness in the
process.,

- Parents should be periodically informed of the content of their
children's records and their right of access to them.

- Information in school records may not be divulged, in any form,
to anyone other than a member vn the school system with a legiti-
mate need for it, excegwith written consent from the student's
parents specifying what records are to be released, and to whom.

The advice.now being given directly to students and parents is

.!!

to assert this right to know. Handbooks are now quite common through-

out the United States. A typical example is the following:
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Age is the most common basis for discriminatory practice; adults

are not accepted as readily, their transfer credits are ignored or

designated as expired. The whole teacher education culture is based

on 18-22 year old college students. .Adults are just not supposed.

to be there -- in lines, in classes, in libraries, student teaching;

they don't fit the tacit role expectation of many narrow-minded

faculty who perceive themselves as only working with youth.

While this discrimination is widespread in teacher education,

it is even more unfair in the admission to doctoral and other

advanced programs. In direct opposition to state laws, "older"

people (beyond 40), are told they have been excluded for other

reasons when the actual concern was their "advanced" age. As in

r`
all other instances of enforcing equal opportunity, perpewbrators

..)

of such practices are sufficiently sophisticated to not admit

the real reasons for their exclusion.

. Sex is another widespread basis of discrimination in teacher

education. Men are not encouraged to participate in early childhood

or women in areas such as science or math education. This is done

indirectly and in contradiction to our rhetoric.

53
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Xn sum, equal protection in teacher_ education include,' all the

usual areas of discrimination encountered in the society generally

plus these others br age and sex. The most difficult area to pin

_down. is the nebulus one of "nice person," or "people who fit in"

or people with the "right personality." The issue Of extending

equal opportunity to people who may be abrasive, contradictory,

espousers of unpopular causes, not pretty, "bad" dressers, physically

lame, poor speakers, etc. is the essence of equal opportunity in

,

.

teacher education and in this area we have nob even scratchel the

surface. There is, on many campuses, a "gentlemen's agreement"

operating, which is quite clear about what future teachers would be

like.

V. Speech and Press. In addition to the usual interpretation

of these rights there is an additional set of complexities in

teacher education. Schools of Education must generally "get along"

with public schools in order to be certain that their students will

be placed in these schools for practice teaching experiences.

"Getting along" with public schools in behavioral terms means not

criticizing them publicly. This is an expecially sensitive time



easily be tempted to cut off their student-teaching relationship

with any School of Education that becomes a source of trouble; that

is, a source of criticism.

Students publish papers, appear in public forums and give

opinions which are and should be questioning of current practices...

In addition to the usual newspapers and public assemblies, there

is.something even more critical which must be done to proteCt

students and teachers in this area; the freedom to speak freely

in teachers rooms and other places where colleagues gather. Gossip

and rumor are used against student teachers and beginning teachers.

This is also a form of getting back at a School of Education whose

innovative programs may threaten a public school with change. In

.4, teacher education, therefore, freedom of speech and press is much

more sensitive than in normal usage and applies to the prOfessional

:freedom to discuss all issues in an .academically free environment.

Many students feel. their SchoOls of Education and the public schools

in which they practice,are not, at present, such academically open .

places-and that-far from "letting all the flowers blooml" there

are lines which must be learned and followed.'
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VI. The Right to Disbent. Growingpout of the foregoing rights

to speak, publish and assemble freely is the obvious need to dissent.

Again, in a field where there is a shortage of jobs, there are a

multitude of ways in which dissent is punished. Not only are there

no jobs but no interviews for those who dissent too loudly or too

accurately.

Professionally, there can be no hope for change and improvement

if dissent is stifled. Not only is this a right, it is a professional

need. The present practice of sweeping critics under the rug by

never hiring them, should be completely turned about so that a

criterion for employment should be the applicant's ability to

initiate and participate.in change.

VII. Freedom of Religion. This should be extended to include,

religions not normally considered by the traditionalist view that

only the Judeo-Christian ethic represents America. Al]. the great

religions, plus no religion, plus all the cults, sects. and so-called

"strange" religions should be actively recruited into teaching. Such

a broadening of religious diversity is the surest way to enhance

the goals of cultural pluralism and to help each subculture of
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children and youth develop his identity and potential to the fullest.

-Christmas and Hannukah are a poor fare for future teachers of

children who are Indians, Muslims, Zen- Bhuddisbs, Jesus freaks,

atheists, revivalists, members of a spectrum of store-front creeds,

and supernaturalists. Nothing is.so indicative of middle-class

tyraaRy as the narrowness with which we have viewed religion in

the preparation of teachers.

VIII. Person, Property and Privacy. These areas are becoming

more fully recognized as college youth are viewed as and treated

as adults in their living and personal activities. In teacher

education it is particularly important to protect these rights

since they can so easily be used against individuals without their

knowledge. The "simple" things called ftron an application. such

_\

as marital status, hobbies, etc. which seem so i4Ocuous shoUld be

reconsidered in.the light of this question; Is this something we

really need to know in order to decide whether this person will be

an effective teacher? If so, how does this information relate to

his practice?

Right Against Self - Incrimination. We are all recognizing
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Governors and college presidents now boast that they were arrested

in civil rights demonstrations. We axe, generally, becoming more

cosmopolitan regarding the use of drugs and personal sexual behavior.

In all areas, however, schools remain a bastion of traditional views

for a very simple reason. Annual school budgets are voted down at

a rate of 4:1. Any public criticism is a direct danger to the

school's economic survival. A similar situation exists in public

universities where state legislators are cutting into School of

Education budgets. Any issue involving a faculty member or potential

faculty member is a source of great consternation to the administra-

tors of these institutions. In such an atmosphere of dread and

fear of any public criticism, it is especially vital to protect

individuals from self-incrimination. As bizarre and unbelievable

as it now seems, a high school teacher in the community where

reside was recently "tried" on the stage of the high school auditorium

on the charge of having "touched" a few of the high school boys.

He had no choice but to "testify" to this packed house conducting

a rump trial. What the Gallup polls or the media now report as

common American values (e.g. divorce,. a belief in evolution, the

rights of consenting adults, etc.) are still a far-cry froni the

fig
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typical American school culture. At the heart of this authoritarian-

ism is the denial fo the right of the individual against self-

incrimination.

X. Trial by Jury of Actual Peers. This is the most difficult

right to parallel for teacher education because of the duality of

roles described previous3y. Is the individual a college student,

in which case his peers are a random 'selection of any other college

students, or is he-4 future teacher and a peer to classroom prac-

tioners. It seems most reasonable that some "offenses," within the

egis of the college, would. require his appeals bent heard by other

students, while "offenses" in the public schools _require hearings

by teachers. Such distinctions are still to be made.

-
The great injustice in this area is that, on many campuses, the

students are a lot narrower and more punitive than faculty. Giving

students the right to peer hearings will often result in many more .

harsh judgments. My contention (hope) is,that this will only be

true for a time and that if we really involve_ students and teachers,

they will soon learn their power is authentic and will ultimately

be -most just and most humane retarding their peers.
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Bill of Rights,

For Future Teachers

Rights discussed in previous sections do not all directly support

this Bill of Rights for future teachers. Instead, the legal rights of

children and the academic rights of college youth serve as a setting for

justifying the specific rights of future teachers. How can teachers be

educated to prepare free men and women if they themselves are not the

result of a free, open, quality edubation? How can teachers be prepared

to teach children and youth to be constant questioners if they themselves

are not persistent, insightful questioners? How can independence, self-

reliance and positive feelings of self-worth be taught youngsters if

teachers do not model such personal behaviors? How can youth be taught

to work within the system to change it, if their teachers lack such

commitments and abilities?

As a teacher educator, it is my contention that our preparation

programs have more frequently been "training" rather than "education"

and that this training has programmed and rewarded these future "teachers"

who 1) do not seriously question their college program of preparation,
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2) do not seriously question the public school programs in which they

student teach,, 3) carefully follow direcLions from catalogues, clerks,

faculty and administrators, 4) personally conduct themselves (i.e. dress,

speech, conduct, expressed values,) in wars intended to imitate and please

faculty and public school personnel, 5) do not learn skills of changing

the school people and programs in which they will ultimately serve as

teachers, 6) do not experience their full rightd.regarding grades, open.

evaluations, control of their records, and due process in relation to

their adMission and completion of program.

levA
The rhetoric should finally be 146:4-4 to rest in favor of what we

actually know. Youngsters can learn basic-skills from technicians or

even carefully prepared materialsilasic life commitments, however, are

learned most effectively by "catching," through modelling behavior, the

values of teachers and others in the schools. This means practicing

teachers who do not 'sneak away after hours to talk a good game but

whose dayto7day behavior demonstrates the free spirit in a free society.

While many student rights thould be introduced into teacher education,
.

I home limited this initial listing to ten. HopefUlly* many teachers and

students will beCome involved in lengthening this list.
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1. Right to be Admitted. We still have not identified the factors

which will predict which students will become the most effective teachers.

There is no scientific basis for excluding anyone on the basis of grades,

speech or English proficiency, or any of the other common criteria now

in use. Every student.has the right to. be admitted and to try to demon-

strate that he can learn and perform the requirements. Students who do

not quit shoUld be failed or dropped only after at least one year of trial

study--which includes direct experiences with children.

Undergirding this right is the right to not have a whole program

dropped by the university -- for the reason that there is no job market.

Unless a university is willing to cut programs in law ,,schools, nursing,

architecture, -agriculture, engineering and every other professional

school where there are not guaranteed jobs, it is discriminatory to use

this criterion for teacheis but not for others. The only caution necessary

that the knowledge about present job markets is public information

and available to 'students before they enroll. The decision to then be

come a teacher is an individual one.

2. Right tp Academic Freedom. There is no general agreement among

teacher educators regarding much of the ba ic,content in teacher education.

4111EMINI1111;
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Learning theorists range all the way from Skinner to Piaget, to Rogers;

school learning experts differ on the implications of these approaches

to public education; social scientists' advice ranges from Moynihan to

Clark, to Illich. Even within the narrow range of teaching techniques

we have a spectrum from behavior modification to open education. The

result of this diversity is that academic freedom can best be preserved

by having alternative, rograms available-to students and not requiring

only one orthodoxy for all This right will be most feasible in large

universities. It will be threatened in state colleges which tend to

have one program for all, or in small private colleges where there is

limited staff. Academic freedom, the right of the student to dissent

and question, becomes especially important in institutions with only

one teacher, educationprogram.

Right to Information regarding Alternative' Programs. Students

frequently.are.not aware of all their options until it is too late for

them to make changes in their program commitments. Students who work,

or transfer in, or adult. students who are not adequately advised, fre-

quently miss opportunities for new, or experimental programs. Freedom

exists only where there is a- knowledge of one's alternetiires.

Many SO4ents beCoMe:knowledgeablel'about the machinations of
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university bureaucracy (they develop !Ischoolsmanship") and thereby gain

greater alternatives.and independent decision-making power, than students

who are not informed. ,Every college requirement and rule has ways of

.being circumvented, waived or changed.

The accuracy of these contentions can be supported or rejected by

examining the new, or alternative, or experimental-demonstrations on a

given campus. Were all students provided with equal information regard-'

ing their alternatives?

4. Right to Choice in Instruction. Typically, some classes are

lectures, smaller groUp discussions, or direct experiences. All students

experience the same method for a given period. Research indicates, how-

ever, that students differ in their styles. Some learn best from

lectures, others by readings; some learn best by direct experience others

by simulation; some learn best in small group discussions, others by a

persoral conference with a supervisor.

'These processes by which one learns to teach are as important as

. the content of the courses. Students have the right to choose the

learning style that fits them best. In addition to learning more, these

experiences will motivate thamto provide yOungsters-with similar options



5. Right to Individualized Time Requirements. In, addition to

alternatives in content and process, we know that individuals learn at

different speeds. Future teachers should be able to finish all require-

ments on an individual. basis. Colleges are locked into quarters, semesters

and summer sessions. Students should not be penalized for such bureau-

pathology.

Obviously, meeting differences among individuals will require

adjusting the system to the students--which is what universities should

be doing anyway: Once again, individualizing the time requirements will

not only increase efficiency, but will be a likely way to prepare teachers

who will do the same withchildeen and youth.

6. Right to Prior Knowledge of Course Goals. In order to choose

courses students need more than the teacher's name and a catalogue blurb.

Their decisions should be based on what the instructor's intentions are

and what they, might end up with (i.e. learning objectives) if they under-

go the experience. Such predictive knowledge will help to get college

faculty into more rigorous condition. It will require faculty to first

think through what they plan students will learn on a.mUch more 'careful
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basis than has 'been done heretofore. Uhder.the guise of academic freedom

many faculty:44re quite sloppy about preparing their syllabi. Since we

know that teachers with unclear objectives cannot be as effective as

teachers with well-defined ones, this student right NrIll,also help

faculty. The open publication of the instructor's objectives of each

course, or experience, will also'have a salutory effect. Faculty will

be relUctantto.publicize less significant goals.

The importance of this right is that it connects with and supports

students' rights to individualize their time, since knowing what and how

much has'to be learned, will permit students to plan their schedules

better. Knowing goals will also enable students to ask for exemption

exams. As in the other rights, it is likely to get students to ultimately

CI

treat children and youth in similar fashion.

7. Right to Exemption and Credit Exams. Once there is public knowl-

edge of 'course goals, students should be free 1) to ask" for a 'waiver by

showing previous experience (e.g. twelve years of private study in piano,

swimming, foreign language, etc.) should permit a particular course to

be waived in an individual student's program; 2) to ask for an exemption
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examination if he believes he can already pass a test sealing with a

course's objectives; and 3) to ask for credit for a particular course

if he demonstrates proficiency in the stated goals of the course. The

difference between #2 and #3. should be that #2 refers to general education

and h refers to professional training. For example, if a student knows

enough sociology. to pass the final exams his requirement thould be waived

and he should be advised to take another course; the assumption here is

that a given number of credits of "new" material adds up to one's general

education. In professional areas, particularly skills which can be

sequenced in difficulty, the student should not only be able to take and

pass the exam but to receive credit for what he has achieved and to move

immediately to the next level of'the skill.

In teacher education the major obstacle to this right are the direct

experiences. This means that teachers of many years in private schools

have the same student teaching as gifted, dull, interested, or unconcerned

student teachers who have never taught. In spite of the obvious difficul-

ties, methods for differentiating the requirements of direct.experiences

must be introduced. It should be possible fqi some students to demonstrate

in one week what other students take one year to perform.
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8. Right to See. One's Records and gvaluations. This is the most

critical of all the students' rights. Many are prevented from employment

and educational' opportunities by remarks in their records which they are

.
unaware of but which may be permanently fixed as lifelong. obstacles. Not

only would it be more just to do this, but it would certainly be more

educational, since students could improVe upon what they were criticized

for and then:be-able to remove or overcome such reported weaknesses.

In addition, students should be able to file their awn self-

evaluations and recommendations in.their own folders. It should go .

without special mention, but malpractices require restating that these

records should,be sent to employers and others onthe students' request

only.

Right to Work with Able and Willing Supervisors and Teachers.

Students have the right to be free of courses, or any requirements, taught

by faculty, who are drafted for the job... Many times, an assignment "most

given to a faculty member who does not, have a full load. This is

a violatiOn of the.stUdents right to. quality. Tenure laws may prevent

faculty from arbitrary dismissal; they do not guarentee him a full-time
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The major.thrust-of this right is to ensure that students have

cooperating and supervising teachers who want to work with them. It

is common practice--although not publicly admitted--that many (perhaps

most) student teachers are assigned to cooperating teachers who were

simply required by the school.principals to "Take a student teacher, it's

your turn."

Student teachers' rights in this area can be specified still further.

The cooperating teacher should be 1) an experienced and successful

teacher 2) willing to accept help and supervision at working with another

adult and.3).willing to open, accept and work with the paxticular student

teacher' assigned.

Once these three conditions have. been met, the student teacher

should have some choice in selecting a cooperating teacher. This does

not mean an unlimited number of vetoes but one or two refusals would be

a marked improvement over present conditions which usually give students

.

no choice:

All of the above rights should be Applied to college supervisors

who visit students in their school.pre.ctice situations.. Students' should

have the right. to veto.an incompatible superviSor being assigned. Such
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supervisOrs should be 1)2gxperienced and successful, 2) willing to work

with students in direct experiences, 3) willing to work with the particular

students assigned.

10. Ri ht to Partici ate n Pro train Evaluation and Chance. As

soon as ,students become graduates they should have an increased voice

in criticizing and making recommendations regarding piogram improvement.

As they become employed and gain teaching experience they bedome professional

practioners and the colleagues of The School of Education faculty. At .

this point (i.e. praCtitioners) I'orther students should have an equal

decision- making authority.as'college faculty regarding the administration

and content of teacher education programs.

'- It is not possible to rank these ten rights sinde'they are all

basic. As a first order of business, however, 49 and j/8 should be

implemented most urgently.

A

1
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Prospects

Through a strange twist in the American values system it has

become "good" to be conforming, obedient and passive and "bad" to

openly question'existing sysiems, to directly refuse to do what

others do and to be active about living by one is own beliefs. This

turnabout in the popular conception of what a free citizen should

value is, in part, the result of an educational system which is
, .

custodial rather than change oriented. Simply stated, the_value

of making "good" boys and girls has dOmirated the value, of making

"free ones."

This monograph is an. effort to resurrect the concern for

educating the free man in a democratic _society and to undergird

that concern with the laws.that can guide this rededication. Some

contend that the hope of making freedom the most prominent goal

in the American school is weakminded; that schools are merely a

lockedin factory model for producing the human resources demanded

by the larger society. Such pessimism leads to abUndant: but useless

rhetoric as the only form of action. Somehow, and probably in spite

of the dominant schooling pattern, an increasing minority of students

and educators are learning to question and to 'actively seek the

rights, that are natural and guaranteed to all our citizens. In

addition, there is growing evidence that some institutional

changes are possible and do result from this growing awaren3ss.

-Predicting the future is an imprecise pasttime. Yet, it

seems likely that student, faculty and public consciousness in
.
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this area of students! rights will continue to grow. It also

seems likely that the immediate future will see an increase in

open but orderly disputation among the groups involved in the

educational establishment. One possibility is that conflict

over students' rights will be dealt with as in the past; as

extraneous to the educational enterprise"problems" to be

dealt with administratively so that "we can get on with the

business of education". The more fruitful possibility and the

one which will nurture and sustain our democratic society, will

involve bringing all the challenges of the individual vs. the

systemitito the educational .program as and integral essence of

'the curriculum.

Mindless obedience to tradition is inimical to both the

educational goal of developing the individual to his fullest

potential and to the needs of a democratic society. The very

best assurance we have for our society 1.1 survival are the

adaptations and solutions to problems generated by our "deviants".

What we need now in this nation most of all
is a constant flow of new ideas... We cannot
obtain new ideas until we have a -public opinion
which respects new ideas and the people who
have them. Our country has surmounted great
crises in the past not because of our wealth*
not because of our rhetoric* not because we
had longer cars and whiter ice boxes and bigger
television screens than anyone else, but because
our ideas were more compelling and. more
penetrating and more wise and more enduring.

John F. Kennedy


